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INTRODUCTION

PrimeCo, Nextel, Cingular and Alltell. These independent mobile phone carriers once occupied a significant portion of the wireless carrier market. Now, subsequent to multiple market sector consolidations, these specific companies are relics of our recent memory. The landscape of today’s mobile service provider market has vastly changed in the last decade. Today, the nationwide cell phone carrier market is comprised primarily of Verizon, AT&T, Sprint and T-Mobile, with additional regional companies.¹ As consumer reliance on cell phone use continues to grow, these well-established companies will be at the forefront of this growing and dynamic market.

In 2010, Verizon, AT&T, Sprint and T-Mobile had national market shares of 34.3%, 31.7%, 15.5%, and 11.6%, respectively.² The remaining 6.9% belonged to smaller regional carriers.³ As these statistics demonstrate, there is only a 2.6% differential in national market share between the nation’s two largest providers. Such a division provides ample incentive for competitor innovation and across the board benefits for consumers.

However, this situation may soon change. In March of 2011, AT&T announced that it would acquire competitor T-Mobile for $39
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billion dollars.\textsuperscript{4} Consumer advocates were immediately concerned with the potential antitrust and anti-competitive effects of this merger.\textsuperscript{5} AT&T and T-Mobile have both, however, claimed that this deal will create jobs, bring efficiency and innovative technology to consumers, and further enable growth of the U.S. high-tech industry.\textsuperscript{6}

In light of the bitter disagreement between consumer advocates and these two companies, this Article will take a closer look at this merger. Part I of this Article will look at the details of the merger and the expectations of AT&T and T-Mobile. Part II will look at the concerns that competitors have with this merger. Finally, Part III will look at the concerns of the United States government and consumer groups in regards to this merger. This article will demonstrate that there are many pivotal consumer issues which must be resolved if this merger is to go forward.

I. THE DEAL

On March 20, 2011, AT&T announced that it would buy T-Mobile from Deutsche Telekom AG for $39 billion.\textsuperscript{7} This amount is to be paid $25 billion in cash and the rest in stock.\textsuperscript{8} This deal would give AT&T an additional 33.7 million subscribers and make AT&T the nation’s leading cell phone service provider.\textsuperscript{9} This merger is also one of the largest proposed since the onset of the financial crisis in 2008.\textsuperscript{10}

AT&T has hailed this deal as being beneficial to the United States and consumers because it would extend its “4G LTE” network technology to more than 97% percent of the U.S. population, improve the quality of service for both T-Mobile and AT&T users, and
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become the largest cell phone company with a unionized workforce.\textsuperscript{11} Additionally, AT&T claims that it will invest an additional $8 billion in infrastructure, estimates that an additional 55,000 to 96,000 jobs will be created, and plans to bring back 5,000 call center jobs which were previously overseas.\textsuperscript{12}

Moreover, the acquisition would provide T-Mobile users the option of purchasing a plethora of products they currently are unable to purchase.\textsuperscript{13} Most notably, current T-Mobile customers would have the ability to purchase the iPhone, which is now only available through AT&T and Verizon.\textsuperscript{14} This is also seen as a “win” for AT&T because it would counteract the effects of many consumers migrating to Verizon for access to the iPhone.\textsuperscript{15}

The deal is also likely to save the post-acquisition carrier around $3 billion per year due to the reduction and closing of hundreds of overlapping stores, offices and support staff.\textsuperscript{16} AT&T and T-Mobile have attempted to portray the merger as beneficial to consumers and have emphatically promulgated the potential benefits of the merger. In doing so, they have even launched a website, www.mobilizeeverything.com, which outlines to consumers and the public the benefits of this merger.\textsuperscript{17}

However, this risky merger must still gain approval from both the FCC and the Department of Justice.\textsuperscript{18} Many industry insiders
believe that the DOJ may extensively scrutinize and subsequently jeopardize the merger. T-Mobile’s parent company Deutsche Telekom was so concerned with the possibility of the deal not gaining approval from the DOJ that it made AT&T agree to a larger 8% breakup fee, which in the context of this deal would amount to $3 billion. This is far more than the industry standard 5% breakup fee, especially given the size and scope of this merger.

Analysts are particularly worried about this merger because it is a “horizontal merger.” Horizontal mergers involve the direct takeover of one competitor by another competitor, and those involving massive corporate acquisitions inherently raise antitrust issues. AT&T, however, claims that competition will in no way be negatively impacted by this deal, since most individual markets have at least five carriers to choose from. Moreover, AT&T has even stated that it does not view T-Mobile as a “unique competitor.” Additionally, AT&T has stated that the price for wireless services has declined by 50% from 1999 to 2009, an era which saw five major wireless mergers.

AT&T believes that this merger will not harm competition, and will only work to make the cell phone industry more efficient while bringing innovation to consumers. There are, however, numerous industry insiders and government analysts that do not share this optimistic outlook.

II. CONCERNS BY COMPETITORS

The thought of one national cell phone carrier acquiring another has jettisoned distressing ideas of anti-competitiveness into the minds of some of AT&T’s wireless competitors. Perhaps one of the most vocal opponents of this deal has been
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Sprint, one of AT&T’s main competitors. Part of the reason behind this may be because Sprint was recently negotiating to acquire T-Mobile and form a more powerful market share within the industry. Part of the reason behind this may be because Sprint was recently negotiating to acquire T-Mobile and form a more powerful market share within the industry. Such a deal would have given the combined company a market share of 27.1%, and put them within striking distance of competitors AT&T and Verizon. This deal, however, did not materialize, partly because the two carriers use very different digital systems and technologies.

Currently, Sprint is vehemently opposing the merger between these two companies. Sprint is a supporter of the Department of Justice’s opposition to the deal and has questioned AT&T’s claims that the merger will create tens of thousands of jobs. Sprint is expected to use its lobbying power in Washington in an effort to prevent this deal from finalizing. In addition, Sprint also points out that the new company wants to eliminate capital expenditures by $10 billion. This cut may lead to the closings of thousands of stores, corporate office layoffs, and cuts in advertising. While AT&T may be promising to create jobs and bring them back from overseas, these plans can be seen as jeopardizing current jobs.

Furthermore, analysts point out that the promises of increased expenditures are merely gross figures and that these figures do not take into account the promises to cut capital expenditures which AT&T has proclaimed to Wall Street throughout the acquisition process. Many speculate that AT&T may be merely adding jobs in one area and eliminating them in another.

Overall, this merger would likely have a negative impact on Sprint. The merger would put AT&T/T-Mobile at the top of the industry with 43.3% of the market share, Verizon with 31.7%, and
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Sprint with only 15.5%.  

III. GOVERNMENTAL AND CONSUMER ADVOCATE CONCERNS

A. The Government

Another key player in this deal has been the United States government. For a merger of this size and scope to occur, regulators from the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) must both approve it.  

Support for the merger has been mixed across political parties and governmental agencies. T-Mobile and AT&T point to various mayors and state representatives who support the deal. However, many other governmental representatives, such as Senator Al Franken, believe this deal is bad for consumers. 

The DOJ took note of this opposition when it officially opposed the deal and filed suit against AT&T on August 31, 2011, in an attempt to prevent the merger. The DOJ’s complaint it filed against AT&T points out that T-Mobile is a “challenger brand,” which has been historically known for its value in service and aggressive pricing. The complaint also points to the ability of T-Mobile to use “disruptive pricing,” which is a discounting scheme where a low priced competitor disrupts larger and more expensive rivals by offering a far superior deal. The complaint goes on to state that the lack of a competitor to take on this role would reduce the pressure and the incentive for companies, such as Verizon or AT&T, to bring forth new innovations or low-priced deals.

The DOJ goes on to quote AT&T as previously stating that it aims to, “develop its rate plans, features and prices in response to competitive conditions and offerings at the national levels – primarily
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the plans offered by other national carriers."\textsuperscript{41} The government quotes AT&T’s own language to demonstrate that carriers such as T-Mobile, which offer national coverage at a lower rate, do indeed impact the decision making process when AT&T sets its own national rates and prices.\textsuperscript{42} The complaint also points out that many users are only able to use these national carriers, as opposed to smaller regional carriers, due to employment and travel necessities.\textsuperscript{43} The complaint further states that regional carriers ultimately do not have a large impact on AT&T’s pricing policies because of the service limitations these companies have and their lack of impact on the national market.\textsuperscript{44} The government believes that a merger of these two companies would have a distinct impact on local cellular markets within the United States because of the uniform and national nature of the calling plans that these carriers offer.\textsuperscript{45}

Furthermore, the DOJ’s complaint very heavily cites T-Mobile’s recent ambitions and the company’s commitment to providing low cost service. In late 2010, T-Mobile re-dedicated itself to the goal of providing consumers with low cost service. The company’s executive team wrote that, “[T-Mobile’s] approach to marketing will not be conventional, and [T-Mobile] will push to the boundaries where possible . . . [T-Mobile] will champion the customer and break down industry barriers with innovation . . . ."\textsuperscript{46} T-Mobile had planned to use these innovative techniques to help boost its market share to 17% within the next few years.\textsuperscript{47} The government believes that this renewed commitment would directly correlate with better prices, plan structures, network coverage, quality, speeds and devices for consumers.\textsuperscript{48} All of these aspects may potentially not materialize in the consumer’s favor if the merger is finalized. The DOJ believes that this proposed merger is a way for AT&T to control the impact T-Mobile currently has, and to completely eliminate this low-priced competitor in the future.\textsuperscript{49} Accordingly, the complaint states that the new company will not offer T-Mobile’s lower priced plans to either new customers or current customers who upgrade their
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service.\textsuperscript{50} This move can be seen as an immediate hurdle to consumers who wish to have a low-priced national calling plan.

Also, this new merger could have an immediate impact on the government itself. Enterprise and governmental coverage has been a significant part of many of the national carriers’ businesses. National carriers are in a unique position to service these clients because most large corporations and the national government require any company they choose to use to have national coverage.\textsuperscript{51} The government is worried that if there are only three competitors bidding on these large and lucrative deals, there will be higher rates and an anti-competitive effect.\textsuperscript{52} This can be seen as especially worrisome if the eliminated competitor is the lowest priced one, whose aim is to price as aggressively as possible.

The DOJ is also concerned with the potential barriers for new competitors to enter the national market.\textsuperscript{53} Launching a new national carrier service would require enormous amounts of capital, millions of customers, a strong brand and the ability to continue operating without profitable years for the foreseeable future.\textsuperscript{54} The government expressed doubt as to whether a new competitor would emerge, even if prices increased due to this merger.\textsuperscript{55} It is also cumbersome for a new competitor to enter a market that already contains well-established carriers, with substantial portions of the market share.

Accordingly, the DOJ is seeking to block this merger. The government is requesting that AT&T’s proposed acquisition of T-Mobile be adjudged to violate the Clayton Antitrust Act, that AT&T be permanently enjoined and restrained from carrying out the purchase agreement they reached with Deutsche Telekom on March 20, 2011, or any agreement which would result in AT&T and T-Mobile merging into one company.\textsuperscript{56}

\textbf{B. AT&T’s Response}

Not surprisingly, AT&T has vehemently denied the allegations in the DOJ’s complaint. AT&T’s answer starts out by emphasizing that the merger will allow the two companies to jointly provide service much more efficiently than either one could
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independently. AT&T depicts the current wireless market as one that is fiercely competitive and one that will stay fiercely competitive – or become even more competitive – after this merger. Because of this extreme competition, AT&T claims there is absolutely no incentive for it to raise prices or slow innovation.

Furthermore, AT&T points to T-Mobile's declining sales and market share as something that is problematic to consumers. AT&T contends that T-Mobile is not a serious rival to AT&T. This is partly because T-Mobile is the only major carrier to have lost subscribers in the growing wireless market. AT&T attributes this to T-Mobile’s lack of innovation. Moreover, AT&T points to Deutsch Telekom’s statement that it does not plan on making any significant investments in T-Mobile or the United States market as proof that consumers will be harmed unless AT&T is allowed to step in.

Additionally, AT&T states that the wireless market has been subject to numerous corporate consolidations over the last decade, and asserts that consumers have primarily benefited through enhanced service, rates and devices. AT&T also responds to the government’s allegations by citing an FCC report that claims 90% of United States consumers have at least five wireless carriers to choose from. Further, AT&T denies the government’s allegations that regional carriers, such as U.S. Cellular and Cricket, do not play a substantial role in the pricing decisions of major national carriers.

Throughout its answer, AT&T denies the allegations that T-Mobile is a “unique or material competitive constraint” upon AT&T and states that consumers would benefit from the merger of these two companies.

AT&T also denies that the government is entitled to any relief, and states that enjoining and restraining the companies from
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carrying out this deal would be contrary to public interest.69

As of September 21, 2011, U.S. District Court Judge Ellen Huvelle has set a February 13, 2012 trial date.70 Judge Huvelle has also told both sides to inform her on the prospects for settlement in the coming weeks.71 A settlement in this case could include restructuring the deal for it to successfully pass under the scrutiny of the DOJ72.

C. Consumer Groups

In addition to the objections the government has to this merger, many consumer advocates and groups have joined in the opposition. Among those who believe the deal should be stopped is Minnesota Senator Al Franken.73 While many labor unions – some of Senator Franken’s key supporters – are in favor of the merger, Franken himself opposes it.74 He believes the deal will not only hurt innovation and competition, but will also result in many lost jobs if the two companies merge.75 Senator Franken has called on AT&T to release specific data on how many jobs it expects to cut in the first, second and third years of the merger.76 Many proponents of the deal have acknowledged that there may be short-term job losses due to restructuring, but many opponents are still calling for specific figures to be released so that the American public can have an appropriate understanding of the short-term losses in this difficult economy.77 In addition to Senator Franken, Senator Herb Kohl, chairman of the Senate’s antitrust subcommittee, has called for the deal to be blocked.78

Consumer advocates also believe that this deal will result in a step back from T-Mobile’s high quality customer service, and result in poorer customer service on the part of the new company.79 Advocates believe that this deal may be reminiscent of the customer
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service difficulties when Sprint merged with Nextel and when
Cingular merged with AT&T. 80 Some consumer advocates are also
calling on many of the regional cell phone carriers, many of whom
use the same mobile CDMA technology, to merge so that there may
be a low cost option to what could be a high-end dominated national
market. 81

Moreover, consumer groups such as Public Knowledge,
Consumers Union, Free Press, and the Media Access Project have
opposed the merger. 82 Also, the Computer & Communications
Industry Association, which includes companies such as Yahoo,
Google and Microsoft, has already opposed the merger, stating that
such a deal would severely suppress innovation and harm businesses
that build components for mobile phones. 83

Finally, the Rural Cellular Association, which is an
organization comprised of over 100 cellular businesses that serve the
nation’s rural areas, strongly opposes this deal. 84 While this deal does
promise the rural areas of the United States greater coverage, this
organization is very concerned that such a deal would make it
increasingly difficult for smaller regional carriers to compete. 85 The
Association believes that AT&T should help rural consumers by
further expanding its considerable broadband capabilities and
keeping competition intact. 86 These consumer groups believe that the
impacts of this deal are far-reaching and things that the government
must scrutinize closely and AT&T must address in a better fashion.

CONCLUSION

In the last decade, there have been numerous cell phone
carrier mergers that have reshaped this growing and dynamic
industry. The current industry’s landscape has four nationwide giants
and many other regional choices. Accordingly, there are great
differences in prices between these carriers. In September of 2011, a
person in the Chicagoland area could purchase a nationwide
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unlimited voice, text and 2GB monthly data cellular plan for $115 per month from AT&T. T-Mobile offers the same plan for $80 per month. In comparison, Cricket, an expanding regional carrier, offers unlimited voice, text and 1GB of data for $55 per month. These plans are all supported by a 3G network and all are for customers who are purchasing a “smart-phone.” The price difference between these plans is quite startling.

Consumers who choose regional plans may be getting a better deal, but ultimately they may suffer in the long run with poorer service, roaming charges and older technology. While some regional providers, such as Cricket, plan on expanding nationally, this process could take time to fully materialize. During this time, consumers may be forced to choose between a superior national plan and a more affordable regional plan. The lack of a nationwide bargain provider, such as T-Mobile, would leave consumers with the difficult choice of quality versus cost.

The merger between T-Mobile and AT&T will have far-reaching effects on consumers. The cellphone carrier industry is a vital part of our modern society and is something that must continue developing and innovating. As this Article has discussed, there are many issues which the Department of Justice and AT&T must resolve before this deal is to be finalized. In the next few months, it will be vital for these two groups to solve these issues and to articulate a merger which will both incentivize innovation in the foreseeable future and allow consumers to have access to competitive and affordable plans.
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